


IntroductIon

We’re pleased to share with you a new collection, 

this time inspired by nature. Mother nature is  

a powerful and eternal force, making each season 

a breathtaking spectacle. our team of designers, 

together with our skilled craftsmen, have infused 

the beauty, diversity and resilience of nature into 

unique lighting designs.



designer:  Veronika Šindelářová



this lighting fixture represents purity and the 

birth of life, locked in a never-ending cycle. the 

inspiration for this design was a spring flower that 

comes to life at the end of winter, symbolising the 

approach of spring. Snowflower is constructed out 

of overlapping glass petals. the centre of the light, 

which represents the heart of the flower, features 

crystal trimmings and chains.









this lighting fixture is inspired by a cascade of 

water, which we encounter in nature or archi-

tecture in the form of fountains and waterfalls. 

Fan-shaped layered chains are reminiscent of 

delicate cobwebs glittering in the light of an 

Indian summer. 









calicem, like Indian Aestas, is inspired by  

a cascade of water. Fan-shaped layered 

chains are reminiscent of delicate cobwebs 

glittering in the light of an Indian summer. 

the light source is hidden at the core of the 

lighting fixture, behind chains in the golden 

colours of autumn leaves.









designer: Jana chvojková



this lighting fixture is inspired by a swarm of 

butterflies flitting around a flowing waterfall. It 

comprises a glass dome, chains of trimmings 

and hand-shaped glass butterflies.









Lilien brings the purity and innocence of the 

lily into your interior. the petals are made of 

sandblasted glass in white or pink.









this unique lighting fixture features a net 

made of beads cast over different glass 

shapes. the combinations of colours, shapes 

and design of the beaded nets are endless.













designer: Monika Šilhánová



A summer meadow carpeted with wildflowers was the 

inspiration for the Fleur collection. the main theme 

is one of softness and airiness. this was achieved 

by using a metal structure decorated with coloured 

glass elements representing the delicate petals of 

the flowers. these lights look exceptional in groups, 

bringing a hint of sunny days and flower meadows 

into your home.















designer: Jiří Vencl



these lighting fixtures are inspired by 

mountain quartz and make an elegant 

addition to any modern interior. the ceiling 

light and wall light share the same design, 

consisting of optical glass rods of the highest 

quality, cut by hand and carefully positioned 

to imitate how quartz crystals form in nature.
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